Testimonial of Cyber Security Workshop (DNS Focused) -2019
On behalf of LK Domain Registry in Sri Lanka, as a senior system engineer and pleasure that I
write this testimony as a fellow of Cyber Security Workshop (DNS Focused) held from 8th 10th May 2019 at the Novotel Bangkok Sukhumvit 20, Bangkok, Thailand which sponsored by
APTLD in cooperation with THNIC.

The outcome of the Workshop
This is a well-organized workshop with experts from the US and the Netherlands. And also the
technical sessions of this workshop consists of lectures and hands-on labs to teach DNS, DNS
Security extensions and DNS Security Analysis targeted at operators like us (TLDs). All lab
session very meaningful and target DNS operation in most ccTLDs. Therefore participation is
gain a good understanding of DNS infrastructure and identified weakness of current their DNS
infrastructure.

Dr. Paul Vixie session is very professional and talks about a lot of new DNS research and also
which very useful for considering future expansions of DNS infrastructure.

Special Remarks
As part of the domain registry, we are grateful to the organizers; APTLD and THNIC for the
effort in bringing the DNS expertise together to ensure the regional competitiveness of the
Internet industry are enhanced through such programs. We are grateful to Asia Pacific Top Level
Domain Name Association (APTLD) for sponsoring me to represent LK Domain Registry. The
testimonial is incomplete without appreciating Mr. Leonid Todorov, General Manager of
APTLD who has been helping me lot during the last few weeks. And also Mrs. Pensri and

THNIC team help me many ways. Special thanks to Prof Gihan Dias, CEO of LK Domain
Registry for his inspiration and encouraging me to participate in the event.

Conclusion
Great workshop! Very well done and very useful information delivered in an excellent manner. I
would highly recommend the Cyber Security Workshop (DNS Focused) to any ccTLD’s and
relevant engineering team that is interested in improving their DNS knowledge and able to get
overall DNS infrastructure setup of ccTLD DNS operation. Whilst thanking all the stakeholders
of this workshop, I look forward to continue our discussion and meeting in near future.

